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Thinking carefully about significant thoughts will change your life. Don McMinn can help facilitate that process.
http://donmcminn.com

Develop keystone habits

In his helpful book, The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg introduces the concept of keystone habits.
“Some habits have the power to start a chain reaction as they move through an organization. Some
habits, in other words, matter more than others. Keystone habits say that success doesn’t depend on
getting every single thing right, but instead relies on identifying a few key priorities and fashioning them
into powerful levers.” (Random House, 2012, pgs. 100-101)
A keystone is the wedge-shaped stone piece at the apex of a masonry vault or arch which is the final
piece placed during construction. It locks all the stones into position, allowing the arch to bear weight.
Although a masonry arch or vault cannot be self-supporting until the keystone is placed, the keystone
experiences the least stress of any of the stones due to its position at the apex.
According to Duhigg, strategic keystone habits can serve the same important function in our personal lives
and in organizations – they hold together other critical elements. They may be simple but they are
important and influential. One or a few keystone habits can make the difference between success and
failure in our lives and organizations.
For example, I lead a non-profit organization that depends on volunteers to fulfill its mission. We adopted a
keystone habit – Participate or Communicate – that helps hold the organization together and keeps us
focused on our mission. We simply ask each volunteer to show up for his weekly assignment (participate)
or let us know ahead of time that he won’t (communicate). Knowing that people don’t do what you expect
but what you inspect, we follow-up on those who don’t P or C. It’s a simple system that works wonders.
Keystone habits will also enhance our personal lives. One of my personal keystone habits is
memorization. Every week I compile a set of information that I memorize. It keeps my mind sharp and
allows me to meditate on significant thoughts.
Summary
What? - A keystone habit is a critical routine that can significantly influence our life or organization.
So what? - We should take advantage of keystone habits.
Now what? - Develop keystone habits in your life.
Leaders - Identify and incorporate keystone habits into your organization. Look for simple but important
processes that are load-bearing and that connect and influence other processes. It will take unrelenting
repetition and a lot of time to turn these into habits, but once in place, they will serve you well.
Send this essay to a friend by clicking the envelope icon at the bottom of the page.
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